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Abstract The impact of droplets onto micro-structured

surfaces has been the focus of numerous recent studies,

under the perspective of many different applications.

However, much is still to be known about the effects of

surface patterning in order to devise realistic physical

models to accurately predict interfacial transfer rates. In

this context, the present paper addresses the question of

how to scale the effects of the surface topography to find

adequate parameters, which can be easily obtained a priori.

The approach is based on the characterization of the

hydrodynamic and thermal behaviors of individual droplets

impacting onto smooth and micro-structured heated sur-

faces, with the objective of quantifying the effects of the

modified wettability associated with the topography of the

surface. The focus is put on the thermal-induced mecha-

nisms of secondary atomization as these are of particular

interest for spray-cooling applications. The analysis sug-

gests that different wetting properties lead to particular

characteristics of the thermal-induced atomization, which

can be related with the ratio between the roughness

amplitude and the fundamental wavelength of the surface

topography Ra/kR. This hypothesis is consistent with the

theoretical prediction of the wetting behavior of the sur-

faces. The results also show a good correlation between the

mean sizes of the secondary droplets generated by thermal-

induced atomization and the ratio Ra/kR.

1 Introduction

Droplet/wall interactions have been addressed by several

authors for impacts onto cold (e.g., Stow and Steiner 1977;

Mundo et al. 1995; Gavaises et al. 1996; Vander Wall et al.

2006) and heated targets (e.g., Naber and Farrel 1993;

Cossali et al. 2005; Akhtar and Yule 2001; Akhtar et al.

2007a, b; Fujimoto et al. 2010), under the context of dif-

ferent applications, many of them related to cooling sys-

tems. These studies usually address two major issues: the

identification of the impact outcomes with the establish-

ment of the so-called disintegration or ‘‘splashing’’ limits

and the characterization of the subsequently generated

droplets. These issues are quite relevant in many practical

situations. For instance, in the context of micro-cooling

applications, Bertola and Sefiane (2005) have recognized

the need to control the thermal-induced atomization in

liquid cooling systems, as this induced secondary atom-

ization is associated to particular morphological charac-

teristics of the lamella, some of them leading to dangerous

situations of surface dryout, which in turn may lead to the

system’s burnout. On the other hand, other authors have

actually developed several artful strategies to take advan-

tage of the secondary atomization. For instance Heffington

et al. (2002) and later Vukasinovic et al. (2004) have

developed a configuration in which the surface to cool

down is actually wetted by the secondary spray generated

by vibration induced droplet break-up.

The outcome of impact depends on many parameters

(liquid properties—namely specific mass q, dynamic vis-

cosity l, and surface tension rlv—impaction angle, droplet

initial diameter D0, and impact velocity U0) that are asso-

ciated to the forces acting upon the solid–liquid as well as

upon the liquid–vapor interfaces. Following a non-dimen-

sional analysis, the relative magnitude of these forces is
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usually quantified based on the Weber number,

We = Inertial forces/surface tension forces = qU2
0D0=rlv,

on the Reynolds number, Re = Inertial forces/viscous

forces = qU0D0=l, and on the Ohnesorge number,

Oh = We1/2/Re = l=ðqrlvD0Þ1=2
. The geometric and

energetic boundary conditions at the solid–liquid interface

(surface topography, contact temperature—Seki et al.

1978, and wettability) are also known to determine the

interfacial transfer mechanisms, although researchers have

not found yet the most appropriate quantities to accurately

account for their role.

Most studies on the effects of surface properties on the

disintegration limits considered the impact onto cold plates

(e.g., Stow and Hadfield 1981; Wu 1992; Mundo et al.

1995; Bai and Gosman 1995; Pan et al. 2010; Palacios et al.

2010) and found the existence of a ‘‘splashing parameter’’

Kc which correlates with the mean roughness of the sur-

face, often made dimensionless by the diameter of the

droplet at impact, Ra/D0. The various forms proposed in the

literature for the ‘‘splashing parameters’’ can be reduced to

a general functional relation of the type Kc = COhc1Wec2,

where the coefficient C is often 1 and c1 and c2 can

actually vary within a wide range, namely -0.4 \
c1 \ 0.4 and -0.3 \ c2 \ 1, for impacts on dry surfaces

(Moreira et al. 2010). Such variation in the coefficients can

be explained by the fact that these relations are not uni-

versal, as different disintegration mechanisms can occur,

which are strongly related to the wettability and to several

topographical parameters that are not well quantified yet,

not even by the mean roughness, Ra.

Additionally, heat transfer substantially modifies

momentum transfer and the characteristic time scales of

droplet spreading at the same time that thermal conduc-

tivity, heat capacity, and latent heat of evaporation play

important roles and a different disintegration mechanism

arises induced by thermal effects, e.g., Richter et al. (2005),

Moreira et al. (2007), Cossali et al. (2008), and Müller

et al. (2008). Although surface topography also affects the

phenomenon due to wettability changes, the majority of the

works conducted in the last years to investigate the influ-

ence of surface topography on the wetting regime deal with

the spreading on non-heated targets. Moreover, these

studies often make use of complex methodologies, based

on extensive measurements of static and dynamic contact

angles, which are quite difficult to implement, particularly

in dynamic conditions, such as those occurring at droplet

impact.

The present work aims to provide an expedite way to

account for the effects of surface patterning on the thermal-

induced disintegration, based on quantities that can be

easily known a priori, without the need of much detailed

information about the geometry of the micro-patterns or

extensive measurements of the contact angles. The

approach is based on a detailed analysis of the hydrody-

namic and thermal behaviors of single droplets impacting

onto patterned heated surfaces, as well as of the secondary

atomization, which are associated with the dimensionless

parameter Ra/kR - Ra is the mean height of the peaks and

kR the pitch between them—to quantify the effects of

surface topography. The validity of the analysis is then

assessed in the light of the various wetting theories avail-

able in the literature. With this purpose in mind, the fun-

damental concepts of wettability and its dependence on the

surface topography are briefly reviewed in the following

sub-section.

2 Wettability and surface roughness: the role

of enhanced surfaces

The wettability refers to the degree of wetting of the solid

surface by the liquid drop as a result of intermolecular

interactions involving the adhesive forces between the

liquid and the solid, which make the liquid drop to spread

over the surface, while cohesive forces cause the drop to

globe and avoid contact with the surface. The resultant

force determines the angle at which the liquid–vapor

interface meets the solid–liquid interface (contact angle)

and, thus, provides an inverse measure of wettability. This

angle varies during the spreading phase after impact

(dynamic contact angle) as a function of the interfacial

energies and of the relative sleep velocity at the liquid–

solid interface, but it is property dependant (state function)

when the drop reaches the state of equilibrium. For this

reason, the equilibrium contact angle is often used as a

measure of wettability, the exact value being obtained from

the principle of minimum energy dG = 0, with

G = rlvAlv ? rlsAls ? rsvAsv (r and A are, respectively,

the interfacial tension and area and the subscripts l, s and v

refer to the liquid, solid, and vapor). For an ideal surface

(i.e., smooth, rigid, homogeneous, non reactive, and

insoluble) and assuming a constant droplet volume, the

result is the well-known Young equation (1805):

rlv � cos heq þ rls ¼ rsv ð1Þ

For non smooth surfaces, an apparent contact angle is

defined, hR, which, despite not obeying to the Young’s

equation, can be related to the equilibrium angle, heq in

Eq. 1. One of the following two regimes may then occur,

depending on which leads to the lower energy at equilib-

rium: (1) the homogeneous wetting regime, in which the

liquid penetrates completely into the rough grooves

(Fig. 1a) or (2) the heterogeneous wetting regime, in which

the liquid does not penetrate completely within the
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grooves, so that air pockets are entrapped between the

liquid and the surface, altering the viscous dissipation

during spreading (Fig. 1b).

The former is described by the classical Wenzel’s theory

(1936), which relates the measured angle, hR = hWZ with

the Young angle, heq as coshWZ = -rf cosheq, where rf is

the roughness factor of the wetted surface, which repre-

sents the ratio of the true wetted area to the correspondent

apparent area.

The heterogeneous regime is described by the equation

of Cassie and Baxter (1944), where the apparent contact

angle, hR = hCB is given by coshCB = -1 ? fR(rf

cosheq ? 1), being fR the fraction of the projected area of

the solid surface that is wetted by the liquid. However, the

applicability of these theories and the criteria for the

transition between the homogeneous and the heterogeneous

wetting regimes is still currently discussed (e.g., Noso-

novsky and Bhushan 2007; Plawsky et al. 2009).

Moreover, recent studies (e g. Seemann et al. 2005;

Herminghaus et al. 2008) have shown that different wetting

morphologies and regimes can occur on modified sub-

strates, which must be accurately described and mapped.

Under this scenario, several alternatives to the Wenzel and

Cassie and Baxter’s theories have been proposed in the last

decade. For instance, Wolansky and Marmur (1998) sug-

gest a modified Young’s equation that includes the influ-

ence of the line tension on the apparent contact angle. The

line tension considers the difference, per unit length of the

contact line, between the actual energy of the liquid–solid–

vapour system and its assumed energy. Öner and McCarthy

(2000) and Gao and McCarthy (2007) even argue that the

wettability depends on the contact line and on the modifi-

cations in its topology caused by surface topography and

not on the contact areas, as originally stated in Cassie and

Baxter and in Wenzel theories.

The dimensionless roughness, Ra/D0 (or Ra/R0), usually

addressed in droplet/wall interactions is well tuned with the

wetting regimes while the droplet diameter is much larger

than the roughness amplitude. However, for the wetting of

thin films or for drop impacts onto surfaces having quite

large asperities, the scale of the roughness amplitude is also

related to the scale of the meniscus, as this ratio determines

the apparent contact angle. On the other hand, the stable

wetting regime should be related to a contact angle cor-

responding to the equilibrium state but, for instance, when

the roughness amplitude is of the order of the size of the

droplets, one may have several contact angles along the

contact line. So, in this situation, determining the correct

apparent angle and, consequently, the wetting regime can

be quite difficult (e.g. Chen et al. 2005). In this context,

few authors attempted to establish a criterion for the tran-

sition between the homogeneous and the heterogeneous

wetting regimes based on a relation between the measured

apparent contact angle and geometrical relations for the

surface topography. Most of these criteria are developed

for micro-structures composed by square pillars of rough-

ness height h and width a, being a function of the aspect

ratio of the pillars h/a and of kR/a (e.g., He et al. 2003).

Following a similar approach, few authors have recently

suggested refined models to predict the wetting behavior of

liquid droplets on micro-structured surfaces (e.g. Nakae

et al. 2005, Yan et al. 2010; Varanasi et al. 2010).

It is worth noting that the tertiary system liquid–solid–

vapor may move from a heterogeneous to a homogeneous

wetting regime if an energy barrier is transposed, for

example, when the droplet is physically squeezed or falls

from a certain height (e.g., He et al. 2003). This will occur if

the capillary pressure required to force the liquid into the

textured grooves overcomes a critical value that is related to

the contact angle, the geometrical characteristics of the

grooves (to define the interfacial area of liquid/solid con-

tact), and the surface tension of the liquids. On the other

hand, using a rough estimative, when the droplet impacts the

surface, the liquid will enter into the grooves if this critical

value is overcome by the Bernoulli pressure = qU0
2/2.

In summary, the study of the wetting behavior of

droplets onto micro-structured surfaces requires an accu-

rate scaling of the topographical parameters that will affect

the local contact angles by unbalancing the liquid/solid

vapor interfacial tensions.

Regarding droplet interactions with heated surfaces,

micro-textured surfaces are reported to enhance the critical

heat flux and liquid boiling (e.g., Honda and Wei 2004) due

to the promotion of nucleation sites that decrease the

superheat required to trigger incipient boiling (e.g. Plawsky

et al. 2009).

Based on these observations, many authors support the

use of textured surfaces to enhance heat transfer at droplet/

wall impact (e.g. Silk et al. 2006; Hsieh and Yao 2006;

Sodke and Stephan 2007; Shen et al. 2010). However, one

must be aware of competitive effects of vapor entrapment

that reduces liquid/solid contact. These effects that will be

addressed in Sect. 4 are expected to alter dramatically the

Fig. 1 Wetting behavior on rough surfaces: a homogeneous wetting;

b heterogeneous wetting. hR is the apparent contact angle measured

on the rough surface
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thermal-induced atomization, which in turn, reduce the

liquid mass in contact with the surface, decreasing the heat

that is removed from it.

3 Experimental approach

The experiments encompass the impact on individual

droplets onto solid, dry surfaces accommodated on a cop-

per base in which a 264 W cartridge heater is inserted. The

surfaces are heated from room temperature up to 310�C, to

cover the entire range of heat transfer regimes, from film

evaporation to film boiling. The heat transfer regimes are

identified based on the measurement of the surface tem-

perature at droplet impact, which is complemented with

visual inspection of the morphology of the spreading

lamella. Additionally, the contact temperature, Tc deter-

mined as in Seki et al. (1978)—Tc = [(elTl ? eWTW)/

(el ? eW)] is also evaluated to ensure that the behavior of

the different liquids is compared for similar superheating

conditions. Here, e = (qkCp)1/2 is the thermal effusivity of

the surface ew and of the liquid el, while q, k and Cp stand

for the specific mass, thermal conductivity, and specific

heat, respectively. The critical heat flux (TCHF) and par-

ticularly the Leidenfrost temperatures (TLeidenfrost) are

evaluated for dynamic conditions, U0 = 0, given their

dependence on the properties of the system (surface

properties and impact conditions).

Caution is taken to assure that the surface is dry and

recovers the initial temperature before the impact of the

droplet. The liquid is kept in the droplet generator at room

temperature and atmospheric pressure. Ambient tempera-

ture and relative humidity were measured through the

experiments to ensure that their variation did not produce

relevant changes in the results.

Although the rig allows varying the impaction angle, the

present study only addresses droplet impacts normal to the

surface.

The work reported here is based on the experiments

obtained with water and ethanol. These liquids were

selected to study the effect of surface topography in the

scenarios of partial and complete wetting systems,

respectively. The significantly different thermophysical

properties of these liquids will also lead to dissimilar fluid

dynamic and heat transfer phenomena, which also have to

be considered when describing the dependence of the

thermal-induced atomization with the topography of the

surfaces. The properties of the liquids are shown in

Table 1. These reference values, obtained at 25�C, as well

as their variation with temperature are taken from Özisik

(1985), Incropera and DeWitt (1990) and Turns (1996).

The impact conditions are varied to cover a broad range

of the most relevant dimensionless groups, (65 \ Weber

number We ¼ qD0U2
0=rlv \ 1,314; 170 \ Reynolds num-

ber Re = U0D0/m\ 11,140), which address the relative

magnitude of the forces acting on the droplet. The Weber

and the Reynolds numbers are based on the drop initial

diameter and impact velocity. Tw and Tsat are the surface

temperature and the saturation temperature of the liquid,

respectively, and hfg is the latent heat of evaporation.

The working conditions are summarized in Table 2.

The surface temperature of the targets is monitored by

thermocouples type K and managed by a PMA KS20-I

temperature controller. One of the thermocouples is a fast

response ‘‘Medtherm’’ eroding-K-type that is embedded at

the center of the region where droplets impact. This ther-

mocouple is positioned at r = 0 mm and is aligned with

the top face of the heated surface where the impact occurs.

The signal of the thermocouples is sampled with a National

Instruments DAQ board plus a BNC2120 and amplified

with a gain of 300 before processing. Different acquisition

frequencies were used to characterize the temporal varia-

tion of the instantaneous temperature. To be able to capture

the temperature variation along the whole spreading pro-

cess of the lamella, a relatively small acquisition frequency

must be used (of the order of 2 kHz). Then, for each impact

conditions, the measures taken at the instants right after

impact are further refined using a larger acquisition fre-

quency, of the order of 10 kHz.

Droplet impact is recorded using a high-speed camera

(Kodak Motion Corder Analyzer, Series SR 512 9

420 pixels, Model PS-120, with a maximum frame rate of

10 kfps).

Table 1 Thermophysical properties of the liquids

Properties Water Ethanol

Surface tension (N m-1) 9 103 73.75 22.0

Specific mass (kg m-3) 998 790

Kinematic viscosity (m2s-1) 9 106 1.0 1.4

Specific heat (kJ kg K-1) 4.18 2.44

Thermal conductivity (Wm-1 K-1) 9 103 607.1 169

Latent heat of evaporation (kJ kg-1) 2,272 846

Tsat (�C) 100 78.3

TLeidenfrost (�C) (nominal) 230a 182b

a From Qiao and Chandra (1997)
b From Tamura and Tanasawa (1959)

Table 2 Experimental conditions

Liquid D0 (mm) U0 (ms-1) Tw,0 (�C)

Water 2.8–3.0 0.4–3.1 25–310

Ethanol 2.2–2.4 0.4–2.5 25–260
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3.1 Characterization of the surfaces

Surfaces of various materials and with diverse topograph-

ical characteristics allow covering significantly different

behavior patterns of the impinging droplets. Wall effusiv-

ities, ew ranged from 7.2 9 103 kg/Ks2.5, for stainless steel

AISI316, to 14 9 103 kg/Ks2.5 for aluminum surfaces. The

roughness profiles can be stochastic or regular, being the

later custom made by micro-patterning the surface. The

characterization of the targets with stochastic roughness is

based on the measurement of the mean roughness Ra,

determined according to standard BS 1134 and by the mean

peak-to-valley roughness Rz calculated according to stan-

dard DIN4768. Several measurements are performed along

horizontal and vertical directions. Heterogeneities in the

region of droplet-surface interaction were quantified by

variations of Ra and were found to be smaller than 10%.

The micro-textured surfaces with regular patterns are

characterized by the height of the rough peaks, also

quantified by the mean roughness Ra and by the funda-

mental wavelength, i.e., the distance between consecutive

rough peaks kR. The measurements are performed with an

optical profile meter (Surface Measuring System RM600-

3D) that allows the 3D reconstitution of the surface

topography.

The main geometrical properties of these micro-struc-

tured surfaces with regular profiles defined as in Fig. 2 are

depicted in Table 3.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the micro-patterned surfaces

were made to have two different shapes of the rough pil-

lars, namely parallelepiped groves and square pyramids.

All the surfaces were used to determine the effect of the

surface topography in the disintegration limits for impacts

onto cold surfaces. However, the impact onto heated tar-

gets was mainly studied on smooth and micro-textured

surfaces made of stainless steel AISI316. This material is

chosen because it is less sensitive to modifications caused

by continuous heating, contrarily to aluminum and copper

plates (e.g., Bernardin and Mudawar 1996; Moita and

Moreira 2007). The rough peaks of these micro-textured

surfaces are always square pyramids.

Each pair liquid-surface is also characterized by the

contact angles. Equilibrium contact angles heq are mea-

sured at room temperatures, inside a thermostatted ambient

chamber (Ramé-Hart Inc., USA, model 100-07-00), using

the Sessile Drop Method. The contact angles, measured

with water on each tested surface are depicted in Table 3.

Complete wetting (heq & 0�) is observed for all the sur-

faces when wetted by the ethanol droplets. It is worth

noting that these are mean values obtained from at least

eight measures taken at different regions of the surface.

The time evolution of the average contact angles is

obtained by curve fitting and the final values are deter-

mined by extrapolation. The detailed measurement proce-

dure has been described in previous works (e.g., Moita and

Moreira 2003, 2009). Quasi-static and dynamic angles

were only evaluated under specific conditions (for instance,

the dynamic contact angles were only measured by image

post-processing at the maximum spreading diameter and

for very low impact velocities). Given this limitation, the

authors take the equilibrium contact angles as reference

values and the description of the wetting behavior using

them is made with care, following an approach similar to

that reported for instance in He et al. (2003). Also, the

analysis proposed here suggests a methodology to predict

the wetting behavior of the surfaces without a much

exhaustive characterization of the contact angles. Such

characterization will be reported in future work to further

confirm the approach proposed here.

Cautious preparation of the surfaces considers careful

cleaning and regular control of surface aging by measuring

the contact angle, at different periods during the experi-

ments. The variations detected were not observed to alter

significantly the results. (e.g., Moita and Moreira 2007).

A detailed description of the measurement procedures is

presented in Moita and Moreira (2007).

a

l

λR

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Micro-textured surfaces:

definition of the dimensions a, l,
h, kR characterizing the

topography of the micro-

textured surfaces taken at a

sample surface with a square

pyramids, b parallelepiped

pillars
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3.2 Measurement techniques

The size of large droplets (from 40 lm up to a few milli-

meters) is evaluated from extensive post-processing of the

recorded images, while the size and velocity of small

droplets, (2.5 lm up to 250 lm) are obtained from phase

Doppler measurements.

Concerning the image post-processing procedure, spatial

resolution of the image acquisition system is 25 lm, with

0.1 ms of temporal resolution. The accuracy in the evalu-

ation of the impact velocity U0 is better than 3%, while for

the droplet diameter D0 is ±1.4%. Fifty droplets with

similar D0 and U0 are taken for each experimental condi-

tion; so fifty images are analyzed per time step (i.e., for

each time instant), to obtain statistically representative

results. Time is made dimensionless with the initial droplet

diameter and impact velocity, s = t/(D0/U0). PDF’s of

drop diameters are then built at dimensionless time bins

Ds = 0.5, for 0 B sB 100, which covers the most relevant

period of droplet impact. The images are analyzed using a

commercial image-processing software, but the collected

data is then treated by home made routines. Details on this

methodology are provided in Moreira et al. (2007) and in

Moita and Moreira (2009).

The phase Doppler instrument is a two-component

system from Dantec. The optical configuration is summa-

rized in Table 4, together with the main validation

parameters.

A radial coordinate system is used as defined in Fig. 3,

where r = 0 mm corresponds to the center of the impact

region. Here, U and V stand, as usual, for the axial and

radial velocity components, respectively. Positive values of

the axial velocity U are taken downwards, in the direction

of gravity, the same as for the impact velocity of the pri-

mary droplet U0.

The measurement grid is selected from the spatial dis-

tributions obtained with the image analysis: measurements

are reported at z = -2.5 mm and z = -5 mm, above the

surface and at radial coordinates r = 0 mm, r = 3 mm and

r = 6 mm.

Several sources of inaccuracy affecting the phase

Doppler measurements, e.g., low signal to noise ratio, for

Table 3 Main topographical

characteristics of the micro-

textured surfaces, which are

made of copper, stainless steel,

and aluminum

The table also depicts the

contact angles measured with

water, at room temperatures.

Complete wetting was observed

for all the surfaces when wetted

with ethanol. (heq & 0�)

Surface material Roughness profile Ra (lm) Rz (lm) kR (lm) Ra/kR heq [�]

Aluminum Stochastic 1.5 14.1 – – 72.3

2.2 19.6 – – 79.0

3.0 19.5 – – 93.6

Micro-structured 15.0 115.5 210 0.07 85.0

41.7 180.2 430 0.095 –

41.7 184.0 530 0.08 101.5

Copper Stochastic 0.5 6.0 – – 90.8

1.3 9.0 – – 96.5

3.5 23.0 – – 93.2

Micro-structured 16.8 80.0 210 0.08 –

39.2 142.4 430 0.09 –

46.5 169.7 530 0.09 121.5

Stainless steel Stochastic 0.3 2.3 – – 93.0

0.5 9.0 – – 93.5

1.3 14.5 – – 88.0

3.8 22.0 – – 94.8

Micro-structured 17.1 81.5 210 0.08 89

16.7 92.3 430 0.04 97.3

42.0 175.3 530 0.08 121.5

Table 4 Optical configuration of the phase Doppler instrument

Value

Transmitting optics

Laser power (mW) 300

Wavelengths (nm) 514 and 488

Beam spacing (mm) 60

Transmitter focal length (mm) 310

Frequency shift (MHz) 40

Receiving optics

Scattering angle (�) 70

Receiver focal length (mm) 310

Processor parameters

U signal bandwidth (MHZ) 1.2

V signal bandwidth (MHZ) 0.4

S/N validation (dB) 0

Spherical validation (%) 10
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instance due to low intensity or light attenuation, the

Gaussian distribution of light intensity in the effective

measuring volume, multiple occurrence of droplets or size

velocity correlation effects, which are well known to

influence amplitude-dependent quantities were already

discussed in Moita and Moreira (2009). The processing

procedure is then identical to that performed in the image

analysis; the validated measurements are distributed in bins

of dimensionless time Ds = 0.5 for 0 B sB100.

Each technique provides complementary information

that is analyzed separately. Afterward, Phase Doppler

measurements are combined with those obtained from

image analysis to cover a wider size range of the secondary

droplets. While droplet count in an image at a given time t1
and location corresponds to all droplets generated up to that

time, the phase Doppler instrument gives instantaneous

measurements; so they are statistically different. This issue

was solved by integrating the size distributions obtained

with the phase Doppler instrument in time from the instant

of impact up to t1. A uniform spatial distribution of the

droplets is considered, which is based on the distributions

obtained by image analysis. Finally, the size distributions

obtained by each technique are scaled by equating the

count values within the overlapped size range, between 40

and 250 lm, by means of a least square method, for each

time step. Figure 4 exemplifies the integrated construction

of the size distribution of the secondary droplets within the

extended size range. The data was obtained for a water

droplet (D0 = 2.8 mm, U0 = 2.5 ms-1) impacting onto a

smooth stainless steel surface (Ra = 0.3 lm, Rz = 2.3 lm)

within the transition boiling regime.

Afterward, the mean diameters (D10 and SMD) are

evaluated from the extended-PDF, for the various time

steps along the dimensionless time. Figure 5 exemplifies

the temporal evolution of the Sauter mean diameter

obtained by the various techniques.

The size of the secondary droplets is related with the

topographical parameters, based on averaged SMD values,

determined within the interval for which the temporal

evolution of the mean diameters is stable and representa-

tive of the secondary droplet size distribution.

Temperature measurements taken during droplet impact

allow coupling the fluid dynamics with the analysis of the

heat transfer. For each experiment, the final temperature

profile is averaged from 10 events, for similar impact

conditions.

4 Results and discussion

It is clear from Sects. 1 and 2 that droplet dynamics

depends on the wettability, which in turn is affected by

surface topography. In this context, the present section

interprets the different hydrodynamic and thermal behavior

of droplets impacting onto smooth and micro-structured

surfaces, as a result of the modified wetting characteristics

introduced by the surface topography. This is achieved by

relating the disintegration limits and the secondary droplet

characteristics with geometrical parameters scaling the

topography. The analysis will predominantly emphasize

the nucleate boiling regime, given its relevance in many

applications.

4.1 Droplet impacts onto cold surfaces

Although a universal relation cannot be used, given the

variety of disintegration mechanisms that can occur (Rioboo

et al. 2001), each mechanism is more likely to be observed

under certain conditions, which can be identified when

plotting the splashing parameter Kc as a function of the

dimensionless surface mean roughness Ra/R0. In the absence

of a universal relation, Kc is commonly represented as

Kc = COhc1Wec2, with C = 1, -0.4 \ c1 \ 0 and c2 = 1

(e.g., Stow and Hadfield 1981; Wu 1992; Range and Feu-

illebois 1998). For the range of liquid viscosities considered

Fig. 3 Radial system of coordinates used in the measurements with

the phase Doppler instrument
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here, the effect of liquid viscosity plays a secondary role, so

the Ohnesorge number can be neglected. Therefore, the

present paper adopts Kc = Wec = f(Ra/R0), as considered

for instance in Range and Feuillebois (1998). This is rep-

resented in Fig. 6, which depicts the critical Weber number

for the onset of the various disintegration mechanisms of

water droplets. The various curves are obtained by fitting the

experimental results with a modified function, based on the

correlation proposed by Wu (1992), Wec = af(Ra/R0)b,

where a and b are fitting constants, which depend on the

material of the target and on the liquid. The new experi-

mental data depicted here, obtained with the textured sur-

faces, are presented together with the results previously

reported in Moita and Moreira (2007), to check for consis-

tency between the present data and the previous work.

Qualitatively, a similar trend is observed for the ethanol

droplets. The main changes lay in the fitting constants of

the correlation, as they are dependent on the pair liquid-

surface. Additionally, in the region 3.4E-4 \ Ra/R0 \
2.5E-3, one may also observe the so-called corona splash

(as defined by Rioboo et al. 2001 and characterized by

Moita and Moreira 2007; Xu 2008; Palacios et al. 2010),

which only occurs in complete wetting systems, like those

observed with ethanol droplets.

The representation depicted in Fig. 6 also allows iden-

tifying several trends, some of them already discussed in

detail in Moita and Moreira (2007):

I. Droplets impacting onto very smooth surfaces, Ra/R0 \
3.4E-4, spread and generate fingers, which grow ahead

from the contact line. Droplet break-up can be induced

to occur by finger or by receding break-up, when

modifying the surface wettability (for instance using

micro-roughness effects). In this region, the disinte-

gration limits are strongly dependent on the material

properties of the pair liquid-surface.

II. At surfaces with intermediate roughness, there is a

transition region, 3.4E-4 \ Ra/R0 \ 2.5E-3, in which

several mechanisms may occur simultaneously.
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Fig. 5 Temporal evolution of

the Sauter Mean Diameter of the

secondary droplets generated

from a water droplet

(D0 = 2.8 mm,

U0 = 2.5 ms-1) impacting onto

a stainless steel surface

(Ra = 0.3 lm, Rz = 2.3 lm),

within the transition boiling

regime. a Image processing;

b integrated phase Doppler

measurements; c extended-PDF
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Fig. 6 Critical Weber number for disintegration of water droplets

impacting onto different surfaces, as a function of dimensionless

roughness Ra/R0
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III. Droplets impacting onto rough surfaces (Ra/R0 [
2.5E-3) disintegrate by the mechanism of prompt

splash, regardless the liquid and the surface, as the

curves corresponding to the different pairs liquid/

surface lean to collapse into a single one, function of

Ra/R0.

In many studies using custom micro-structured surfaces,

the disintegration limits fall in region (III) of Fig. 6, where

droplet break-up is governed by surface roughness. Several

authors (e.g. Xu 2008; Gipperich et al. 2010) report similar

descriptions of the disintegration mechanism occurring

under these conditions and illustrated in Fig. 7; as the

spreading lamella follows the groves, vertical momentum

is induced, which deflects the lamella until the edge ulti-

mately detaches from the surface and breaks-up into small

secondary droplets.

In the present work, the disintegration limits were

studied for water and ethanol droplets impinging onto

micro-structured surfaces with well defined topographical

characteristics, regarding the amplitude of the rough peaks

and the fundamental wavelength.

Since in region (III) of Fig. 6 droplet disintegration is

governed by the surface topography, the disintegration

limits should be well related with the topographical

parameters Ra and kR. This relation is suggested in Fig. 8,

and the results are consistent with those recently reported

by Gipperich et al. (2010). For this particular region, the

fitting line in Fig. 8 is a power function of the Wec as a

function of Ra/kR.

For impacts on cold surfaces, the effect of Ra/kR is

mainly due to the large roughness amplitude. However, as

the surface is heated, kR is expected to be more important,

since it should affect the boiling mechanisms. This is dis-

cussed in the following sub-section.

4.2 Droplet impacts onto heated surfaces

While the disintegration limits for the occurrence of

prompt splash are not much affected by surface tempera-

ture, given that the time scale associated to the momentum

transfer is much smaller than that associated to the heat

transfer, other disintegration mechanisms are relevant at

droplet/hot wall interactions, which are thermally induced.

Figure 9 shows the temporal evolution of the size and

velocity of secondary droplets together with the

instantaneous surface temperature, measured during drop-

let contact. These results are generated from the impact of

water and ethanol droplets, with similar initial diameters

and impact conditions (U0 = 1.3 ms-1, a = 90�) on a

smooth stainless steel surface, within the nucleate boiling

regime at identical overheating conditions.

Observing the dynamic behavior of the liquid droplets,

depicted in the sequence of images in Fig. 10, together

with the results shown in Fig. 9, there are obvious mor-

phological features which contribute to the particular

thermal-induced atomization of each liquid. Given their

significantly different thermophysical properties, water and

ethanol droplets give rise to distinct wetting scenarios,

namely partial and complete wetting. So, the instantaneous

surface temperature falls suddenly as the droplet contacts

the surface, given the fast heat transfer from the heated

surface to the liquid. The higher thermal conductivity and

specific heat of the water leads to a larger temperature drop

when the liquid contacts the surface.

This scenario provides good conditions for surface rew-

etting in the case of water droplets, given the high surface

tension of this liquid. Additionally, the larger latent heat of

vaporization of water cools the surface down to lower

temperatures. At the same time, the higher surface tension of

water constrains for longer the vapour pressure forces, fur-

ther delaying the disruption of the free surface of the lamella

and, therefore, the thermal-induced disintegration. As a

result, the peak in the temporal evolution of the mean size of

the secondary droplets (corresponding to the intense boiling

period) occurs quite late after droplet impact. Consistently,

in Fig. 10a) an insipient thermal-induced atomization is only

Fig. 7 Detail of the prompt splash of an ethanol droplet impacting on a micro-structured stainless steel surface (Ra = 17.1 lm, kR = 210 lm)
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visible for s & 2.4–2.6 and a vigorous and stable secondary

atomization only occurs after s[ 6.

A nearly opposite behavior is observed for the ethanol

droplets. The surface temperature decay is much smaller,

and the association of effects of small rlv and hfg will now

act to favor a fast boiling. Consequently, the thermal-

induced atomization is triggered at earlier instants after

impact (s & 2.4–2.6 in Fig. 10b). This intense secondary

atomization contributes to decrease the residence time of

the liquid over the surface, which is already significantly

smaller for liquids like ethanol, given their fast evaporation

rates. Furthermore, these liquids with small rlv often form
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(a) (b)Fig. 9 Characteristics of the

secondary atomization

generated at impact of liquid

droplets on a solid surface,

within the nucleate boiling

regime. The mean size and

velocity (being U the axial

component) of the secondary

droplets are obtained by PDA

measurements taken at

r = 0 mm and z = -5 mm.

The figure also depicts the

instantaneous temperature

variation during the spreading

of the lamella DT = TW - TW0,

being TW the instantaneous

surface temperature and TW0 the

initial surface temperature

before impact. The primary

droplets of a water

(D0 = 2.8 mm,

U0 = 1.3 ms-1) and b ethanol

(D0 = 2.4 mm,

U0 = 1.3 ms-1) impact on a

smooth stainless steel surface

(Ra = 0.3 lm, Rz = 2.3 lm).

The degree of superheating,

from the contact temperature is

similar in both liquids %40�C
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cellular structures, during the spreading, which contribute

to the break-up of the lamella and to the generation of

dryout regions. Further increasing the temperature, the

break-up of these cellular structures gives rise to larger

secondary droplets, according to the mechanism described

in Moita and Moreira (2009).

The hydrodynamic and thermal phenomena described so

far are observed for impacts onto smooth surfaces but are

dramatically affected by modifying the topography of the

surfaces, as shown in Fig. 11, which depicts the temporal

evolution of the secondary atomization and of the instan-

taneous surface temperature during the impact of water and

ethanol droplets over stainless steel surfaces, micro-tex-

tured with square pyramids. The impact velocity was kept

low (U0 = 1.3 ms-1) to avoid prompt splash. The smooth

surface (Ra = 0.3 lm, Rz = 2.3 lm) is taken as reference.

The results show dissimilar trends for water and ethanol

droplets, which are, again attributed to the occurrence of

different wetting regimes. Since the ethanol droplets

completely wet the surfaces, the micro-structures pin and

stretch the contact line, enhancing the heat transfer

occurring between the surface and the lamella. Conse-

quently, the mean size of the secondary droplets increases

with the liquid–solid contact area (which can be achieved

by simply increasing the roughness amplitude Ra).

On the other hand, the behavior of the water droplets

cannot be related to the roughness amplitude alone. A

careful observation of the temporal evolution of the sec-

ondary droplet characteristics and of the corresponding

instantaneous surface temperature allows the identification

of different behaviors, which can be related with the ratio

Ra/kR. In fact, the thermal-induced disintegration of water

droplets occurs earlier and gives rise to larger secondary

droplets for the lowest value of Ra/kR = 0.04. On the

contrary, as the water droplets impact on the surfaces with

the larger value of Ra/kR = 0.08, (the same value was

obtained for different rough amplitudes and wavelengths)

the thermal-induced atomization mechanisms are delayed

and generate smaller secondary droplets. The early trig-

gering of the thermal-induced atomization occurring at the

surface with the lowest Ra/kR is highlighted in Fig. 12;

while for the surfaces with higher Ra/kR, the thermal-

induced atomization is triggered at s & 2.0–2.3 (for the

surface with Ra = 17.1 lm, Rz = 81.5 lm, kR = 210 lm)

and s & 2.3–2.5 (for the surface with Ra = 42.0 lm,

Rz = 175.3 lm, kR = 530 lm), a vigorous boiling is

promoted at the surface with the lowest Ra/kR (Ra =

16.7 lm, Rz = 92.3 lm, kR = 430 lm, Ra/kR = 0.04) at

earlier stages after impact, namely for s & 1.8–2.0.

Although there is still a slight promotion of the nucleate
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τ=10.8 τ=20 2.08=τ06=τ
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Dynamic behavior of a water (D0 = 2.8 mm,

U0 = 1.3 ms-1) and b ethanol (D0 = 2.4 mm, U0 = 1.3 ms-1)

droplets impacting on a smooth stainless steel surface (Ra = 0.3 lm,

Rz = 2.3 lm). The degree of superheating, from the contact temper-

ature is similar in both liquids %40�C
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boiling and therefore of the thermal-induced atomization

for all micro-textured surfaces, when compared to the

smooth surface, both qualitative and quantitative results

show that the behavior of droplets over the surfaces with

larger Ra/kR is closer to that observed at impacts on the

smooth surface, while the behavior of the droplets

impacting the surface with the lowest Ra/kR is significantly

differentiated. This suggests that the lowest ratio of

Ra/kR = 0.04 provides an optimal cooling configuration.

However, one must perform a larger number of experi-

ments, within a broader range of Ra/kR to confirm this

trend.
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(a) (b)Fig. 11 Effect of the surface

topography in the secondary

atomization generated at impact

of liquid droplets on stainless

steel surfaces, within the

nucleate boiling regime. The

smooth surface used for

reference has Ra = 0.3 lm,

Rz = 2.3 lm. The mean size

and velocity (being U the axial

component) of the secondary

droplets are obtained by PDA

measurements taken at

r = 0 mm and z = -5 mm.

The figure also depicts the

instantaneous temperature

variation during the spreading

of the lamella DT = TW - TW0,

being TW the instantaneous

surface temperature and TW0 the

initial surface temperature

before impact. The primary

droplets of a water

(D0 = 2.8 mm,

U0 = 1.3 ms-1) and b ethanol

(D0 = 2.4 mm,

U0 = 1.3 ms-1) impact on

different micro-textured

surfaces, within the nucleate

boiling regime. The degree of

superheating from the contact

temperature is similar in both

liquids %40�C
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The reported trends are attributed to changes of wetta-

bility induced by surface topography. A detailed discussion

is given in the following sub-section, based on the theories

addressed in Sect. 2.

4.3 Discussion

The behavior described in the paragraphs above is con-

sistent with the temperature profiles measured at the sub-

strate during droplet interaction. Based on these results,

one may argue that the surfaces with larger Ra/kR promote

a hydrophobic behavior. Some authors, e.g., Plawsky et al.

(2009) argue that these surfaces should promote the

increase of the contact line length, thus improving the heat

transfer process. However, the vapour entrapped during the

fast liquid vaporization acts as an insulator. Therefore, the

heat transfer is not so efficient and the consequent thermal-

induced atomization is delayed. The surface with smaller

Ra/kR in turn ‘‘allows’’ a homogeneous wetting regime that

favors the boiling and the heat transfer mechanisms. These

different wetting behaviors should be predicted by apply-

ing the wetting theories available in the literature to our

micro-structured surfaces. Following an analysis similar to

that proposed by He et al. (2003) and by Varanasi et al.

(2010), which relate the measured contact angle with the

ratio kR/a, (being a the width of the roughness groove), the

wetting behavior of the surfaces used here should be closer

to the Wenzel regime. According to Varanasi et al. (2010),
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Fig. 12 Effect of the surface topography on the dynamic behavior of

a water droplet (D0 = 2.8 mm, U0 = 1.3 ms-1) on micro-textured

stainless steel surfaces, within the nucleate boiling regime. The

degree of superheating from the contact temperature is % 40�C.

a Ra = 17.1 lm, Rz = 81.5 lm, kR = 210 lm, Ra/kR = 0.08;

b Ra = 16.7 lm, Rz = 92.3 lm, kR = 430 lm, Ra/kR = 0.04;

c Ra = 42.0 lm, Rz = 175.3 lm, kR = 530 lm, Ra/kR = 0.08
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for 0 \ kR/a \ 12, the Wenzel theory predicts contact

angles between 180� and 120�, with an asymptotic trend

around 120�, for higher values of kR/a. On the other hand,

for 0 \ kR/a \ 12, the Cassie and Baxter theory predicts

the contact angle to increase from 135� to 175�, with and

asymptotic behavior around 175� for larger kR/a. Although

the contact angles of water on stainless steel should be

smaller than those of water on silicon wafers, as used in

Varanasi et al. (2010), our contact angles vary between 89�
and 121.5� (these are average values obtained from the

measurements performed as described in Sect. 3.2). So

based on this assumption, the wetting regimes of our sur-

faces should be well described by the equation of Wenzel,

which is not expected from the previous results. For the

geometry used in Varanasi et al. (2010) (square pillars of

width a), the roughness factor rf is given as:

rf ¼ 1þ 4ðh=aÞ
ð1þ kR=aÞ2

ð2Þ

being h the amplitude or height of the roughness peak.

The capillary pressure that has to be overcome to allow

the liquid penetration between the roughness groves is

given by (Varanasi et al. 2010):

pcap ¼
�4 cos h

ð1þ kR=aÞ2 � 1

 !
� rlv

a
ð3Þ

For impacting droplets, pcap is balanced by the Bernoulli

pressure. Therefore, equating them provides an estimative

for the critical value (kR/a)c above which the liquid will

wet the surface in the homogeneous regime. For our impact

conditions 1.3 \ (kR/a)c \ 4, which is significantly

smaller than the ratios (kR/a) of our targets (that are

about 10 times larger), so the homogeneous wetting should

be always observed. However, the rough structures (in the

steel surfaces used in the present work) are in fact square

pyramids, so, the length a maybe underestimated, while pcap

is overestimated. Furthermore, the pressure distribution

under the lamella is not so easy to estimate, particularly for

impacts on heated surfaces. Also, this argument seems not to

explain several aspects discussed in the previous paragraphs.

So, one should try a different approach.

Given the shape of the grooves, the liquid should create

a critical radius Rc at which it should be able to contact the

bottom surface, between the groves. In this context, Nakae

et al. (2005) rewrite the roughness ratio as a function of

h and kR, rf = 1 ? 2h/(kR - h). Then, relating the liquid-

surface interface with the contact angle, (‘‘corrected’’ by

the roughness ratio), which is determined from the model,

Nakae et al. (2005) can actually establish the critical radius

Rc, as a function of cos h, h, and kR. Under these condi-

tions, Rc(h) = A kR - B, where A and B are fitting

parameters. In the present work, the surfaces with

Ra/kR = 0.08 were obtained by combining different peak

heights with 200 lm \ kR \ 500 lm. For these condi-

tions, Nakae et al. (2005) predict for Ra/kR = 0.08 with

kR = 200 lm a critical wavelength kc % 2. Rc = 250

lm [ kR, which corresponds to a heterogeneous wetting

behavior. For Ra/kR = 0.08, with kR = 500 lm B kc %
500 lm, which is also consistent with heterogeneous wet-

ting. Finally, for Ra/kR = 0.04, with Ra = 400 lm, Nakae

et al. (2005) predict kc % 250 lm \ kR, thus correspond-

ing to a homogeneous wetting. So, this analysis allows us

to estimate the wetting behavior of the surfaces as a

function of the ratio Ra/kR, avoiding the uncertainties

introduced by the specific dimensions of the grooves. The

wetting behavior predicted by following this approach is

also in agreement with the empirical interpretation of the

results of Fig. 11 discussed in the previous paragraphs.

The size of the secondary droplets should also be well

related with Ra/kR, since it depends on the boiling process

and on the thickness of the lamella (e.g. Moita and Moreira

2009), which are affected by this parameter. This trend is

suggested in Fig. 13, which shows that for the present set

of experiments, Ra/kR can actually gather a number of data,

obtained at similar impact conditions, which are quite

scattered when related to several other quantities frequently

used to characterize surface topography. Therefore, this

ratio should be used in correlations predicting the size of

the secondary droplets, to include the effect of surface

properties. The final form of such correlation deserves

further investigation. In this context, the work will proceed

to obtain more data within a broader range of Ra/kR and a

wider variety of combinations between the height of the

rough peaks and the pitch between them to refine this

relation. The work in progress also considers a richer

variety of shapes of the roughness grooves, as the charac-

teristic size of the groove will probably need to be

accounted for surfaces with larger pillar’s width. So, the

results depicted here only intend to suggest a trend.

Although this study is not specifically devoted to cool-

ing applications, its outputs can be quite relevant. In the

approach followed in the present work, the secondary

atomization is related to particular morphological charac-

teristics of the lamella, some of them generating situations

of surface dryout, which may lead to the system’s burnout.

For instance, as observed for the ethanol droplets, the early

triggering of the secondary atomization in liquids with

small surface tension is associated to the disintegration of

the lamella with consequent decrease of the liquid area that

is in contact with the surface.

So, the secondary droplet characteristics may eventually

be used as control parameters that provide us the guidelines

to act on the surface topography in order to control the

morphology of the lamella, thus avoiding these ‘‘danger-

ous’’ situations. In line with this, representations similar to
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that proposed in Fig. 13b can help to establish performance

maps in the process of finding the optimum roughness

pattern.

5 Final remarks

The present study addresses an approach to relate the

surface topography and wettability to the hydrodynamic

and thermal behaviors of single droplets impacting on

micro-structured surfaces, with the aim of establishing a

practical methodology to control the interfacial phenomena

occurring between a liquid droplet and a structured surface,

by altering the surface wettability and topography. The

mean diameter and velocity of the secondary droplets

generated at impact are evaluated based on the combination

of high-speed image-processing with phase Doppler mea-

surements to cover an extended droplet size distribution

ranging from 5 lm up to a few millimeters. These data are

then analyzed simultaneously with the thermal behavior at

the liquid–solid interface, which is associated with the

instantaneous temperature measured at the solid surface

beneath the liquid. The experimental conditions cover all

the heat transfer regimes from single phase (non-boiling) to

the film boiling regime, although the emphasis is put on the

nucleate boiling regime up to the critical heat flux tem-

perature, which is the upper boundary for the safe working

conditions of many practical systems of interest in the

context of droplet/spray cooling.

The approach consists in interpreting the different

hydrodynamic and heat transfer phenomena observed at

droplet impacts onto smooth and micro-structured heated

surfaces, as a result of the modified wetting behavior

introduced by the surface topography. This is achieved by

relating the disintegration limits and the characteristics of

secondary droplets with geometrical parameters scaling

the topography. The analysis suggests that different

wetting behaviors lead to particular characteristics of the

thermal-induced atomization, which can be related with

the ratio between the roughness amplitude and the fun-

damental wavelength of the surface topography Ra/kR.

The results also show a good correlation between the

mean sizes of the secondary droplets generated by ther-

mal-induced atomization and the ratio Ra/kR. Therefore,

the dimensionless ratio Ra/kR is shown to be the impor-

tant parameter to account for the effect of surface

topography in the description of the hydrodynamic and

thermal behavior of liquid droplets onto micro-textured

surfaces.
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